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We human being experienced 5 superrevolutions through the history, namely 1st superrevolution of the Agricultures and pas-
turage, 2nd one of civilized City, 3rd one of Spirits and Cultures, 4th one of Industries and the last one of ICT now on going. The
4th and the last ones provide us the chemical pollutions and confusion of knowledge, respectively. On the other hand, the nation
style changed in one direction into that with democracy. This is clear because the democratic nations increase suddenly from 3
at 19th century to almost 100 nations right now. The concept of the democracy is fundamental in considering the war mechanics,
as noticed in Kant’s theory. The last superrevolution provided us a borderless world and less-authorities of nation and nation
borders. This suggests the concept of distance on the earth becomes less meaningful.

I am considering our planet rather being in the next superrevolution now going on, the 6th one of world environmental fab-
rics, which should be the final superrevolution of the world. The superrevolution change the world into well-governanced and
controlled one. Furthermore, we will experience the 7th superrevolution of post-final one, the energy revolution, in which su-
perenergy of nuclear fusion process is listed.

The 6th superrevolution needs inevitably a spiritual infrastructure, a new philosophy. The philosophy must provide a discipline
of the ordering, which escapes the confusion and collapse the full-knowledge hierarchy and the human spiritual trench achieving
the reduction of population planned. I name the discipline the integrated civilization theory. It consists of total ordering of our
human knowledge, as attempted by Rene Descartes of 18th Century. Our ultimate problem, year 2020 world confusion, which
comprises the scarcities of energy and foods due to the explosion of world population and acute world chemical pollution, will
be solved through the superrevolution. The serious problem noticed is that we have not so much time, 12 years from now and
the confusion should be hasty, accelerated and enstrengthed through the global cooling, with which our human being will be
confronted. The global cooling causes the vast immigration and dissemination of human being inside continents to the areas
outside and/or southward of continents, as indicated by the historical evidence of the migration of the Germanic race as such.
This indicates the global warming now debated might be very lucky phenomena for us, because it defers the time of confusion.
So that, we should use this time lag to form the world-wide strategy in order to protect the confusion.


